NOT-TO-MISS
ATTRACTIONS IN
RAJASTHAN

Once you have a planned some family holidays in Rajasthan, you
may be confused where to go in this large state for some fun-filled
time. Rajasthan is a land of diversity; diversity in its culture,
diversity in its landscapes and diversity in its cuisine and more.

Tourist Attaraction In Jaipur
Amer Fort
Hawa Mahal
City Palace
Jantar Mantar
Jal Mahal
Jaigarh Fort
Nahargarh Fort
Albert Hall Museum
Birla Mandir, Jaipur
Galta Temple

How To Reach Jaipur
BY ROAD
Jaipur, the pink city is linked with the all
the major cities of India through the
network of National Highways 8, 11 and
12 to name a few.

JAIPUR
The pink city, Jaipur is the capital of Rajasthan and a part of the golden
triangle tour. In addition to the distinct pink color of its buildings, this city
fascinates travelers with its alluring monuments, beautifully laid-out gardens
and vibrant markets. Jaipur is a gateway for travelers who wish to explore
the interiors of Rajasthan. Jaipur Tours gives you an opportunity in the
luxurious Palace on Wheels to have a lifetime experience.

BY TRAIN
Jaipur is well connected to almost every
part of India through the means of Indian
Railways.

BY AIR
The Jaipur Airport is situated at Sanganer,
7 km (domestic terminal) and 10 km
(international terminal) from the main city.

Tourist Attaraction In Udaipur
City Palace, Udaipur
Lake Pichola
Lake Palace
Jag Mandir
Jagdish Temple, Udaipur
Monsoon Palace
Saheliyon-ki-Bari
Fateh Sagar Lake
Doodh Talai Lake
Gangaur Ghat

How To Reach Udaipur

UDAIPUR
If you are looking for a romantic destination filled with magnificence and
elegance, Udaipur is the right destination for you. Often referred to as the
’Venice of the East’, it is one of the most romantic tourist destinations in
India. Surrounded by the beautiful green hills of Aravallis, it is a city of lakes.
Lake Palace is the most beautiful attraction of Udaipur which is located in
the middle of the gorgeous Pichola Lake. This city is also home to the
Jaisamand Lake which is believed to be the second largest artificial sweetwater lake in Asia. Golden Triangle Tour with Udaipur will be the best match
for your next Udaipur holidays. Book our Rajasthan Tour to treat yourself
with the one of the most romantic destination of the world.

BY ROAD
Udaipur bus stand is located inside the city.
You can find regular buses from many
cities inside Rajasthan and numerous top
cities around the country.

BY TRAIN
The Udaipur railway station is connected
with almost all cities of Rajasthan and with
important cities around the country.

BY AIR
The city has its own domestic airport,
which is 22 km away from the center of the
city.

Tourist Attractions in Jodhpur
Mehrangarh Fort
Umaid Bhawan Palace
Jaswant Thada
Kaylana Lake
Balsamand Lake
Mandore Garden
Ghanta Ghar
Machia Biological Park
Machiya Park Jodhpur
Tripolia Bazaar

How To Reach Jodhpur
BY ROAD
Jodhpur is well connected by buses from
Delhi. There are numerous private buses,
Volvo coaches and deluxe buses that ply
between Delhi and Jodhpur throughout
the day.

JODHPUR
if you are interested in the traditions and culture of the state. It is the
‘Gateway of the Thar Desert’ which lures travelers with its sublime
architecture. Plan your trip to this destination during the fairs and
festivals if you would like to relish the rich culture and tradition of this city.
Visiting the Mehrangarh Fort, one of the largest forts in the country is
truly a major attraction in Jodhpur. This captivating fort is among the wellpreserved heritage sites in the country. Check out our Rajasthan Forts
And Palaces Tour to witness the architectural beauty of Jodhpur.It shall
be memorable for you to take a walk along the narrow streets of Jodhpur.

BY TRAIN
Jodhpur railhead is well connected by Indian
cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai and
Kolkata. Even the luxurious 'Palace on
Wheels' also visits the city of royal
splendour.

BY AIR
Jodhpur has its own domestic airport which
is just 5 kilometres from the city centre. This
airport is well-connected to other major
cities such as Delhi, Mumbai, Udaipur and
Jaipur.

Tourist Attractions in Jaisalmer
Jaisalmer Fort
Patwon Ki Haveli
Gadisar Lake
Salim Singh Ki Haweli (Moti Mahal)
Chura Para Jaisalmer
Vyas Chhatri
Bada Bagh
Government Museum
Nathmal Ki Haveli
Jain Temples

How To Reach Jaisalmer

JAISALMER
Jaisalmer is another great historic city in Rajasthan filled with plenty of
amazing tourist attractions. Also known as the Golden City, it is nestled in the
heart of the Thar Desert with many stunning architecture and beautiful
structures. Check out our Historic Rajasthan Tour to get the best glimpses of
this historic city. Jaisalmer is in the western part of Rajasthan and many
people find it as a good base to explore the picturesque Thar Desert. With
stunning palaces, majestic forts, camel safaris and sand dunes, you can
make your holidays in Rajasthan exceptionally beautiful by including
Jaisalmer in your travel itinerary. Our Priceless Gems Of Royal Rajasthan
Tour gives you the same chances.

BY ROAD
Jaisalmer serves rest of India by well
maintained network of roadways. Deluxe
and ordinary buses of Rajasthan Roadways
as well as many private operates connects
Jaisalmer with Jodhpur, Jaipur, Bikaner,
Barmer, Mount Abu, Ahemdabad etc.

BY TRAIN
Jaisalmer is connected with various cities
through broad gauge and meter gauge
railway tracks. There are direct trains from
the cities of Delhi and Jaipur to Jaisalmer.

BY AIR
Jaisalmer is not directly connected by air
with any part of India. Jodhpur Airport,
located some 300 km away from Jaisalmer,
is the nearest airport to the desert land.

Tourist Attractions in Bikaner
Junagarh Fort
Lalgarh Palace
Prachina Museum
National Research Centre on
Camel Shri Laxminath Temple
Bhandasar Jain Temple Sursagar
Lake
Devi Kund Sagar Kodamdesar
Bheruji Temple Government
Museum & District Library,
Bikaner

How To Reach Bikaner

BIKANER
Plan a Bikaner tour if you are interested to get an insight about the rich culture
and tradition of the rulers of Rajasthan. Bikaner is a large city in the state that
fascinates travelers with the legendary stories of its rich past. Our Royal
Rajasthan Tour will be the best match to see the rich past history of this
magnificent city. This beautiful city, located in the middle of the Thar Desert is
home to many stunning monuments and structures. Exploring the beautiful
temples and heritage attractions of this historic city can be a mind-blowing
experience. Check the Rajasthan Tour Packages of Colorful Indian Holidays
to plan your heritage trips to the beautiful places in the state including Bikaner.

BY ROAD
Regular buses from Delhi, Jodhpur, Agra,
Ajmer, Jaipur, Ahmedabad, Udaipur and
Kota are available for Bikaner. You can avail
either state-owned government buses or
private buses, depending on your budget.

BY TRAIN
Bikaner Junction and Lalgarh Railway
Station are located at a distance of 6 km
from each other. These two stations connect
Bikaner to major Indian cities.

BY AIR
Nal Airport is the nearest airport in
Bikaner, located 13 km west of Bikaner.

Tourist Attractions in Pushkar
Pushkar Lake
Brahma Temple, Pushkar
Savitri Mata Temple
pushkar Adventure camp &
Camel safari
Rangji Temple
Varaha Temple
Lake Foy Sagar
Collector's Paradise Museum
Budha Pushkar Lake

Sri Panchkund Shiva Temple

How To Reach Pushkar

PUSHKAR
Located almost 140 kilometers away from Jaipur famous throughout the
world because of the Pushkar Mela. Nestled very close to Ajmer surrounded
by hills on three sides, this small region in Rajasthan is described many
Hindu mythologies. One of the great attractions of Pushkar is that the only
temple of Lord Brahma is situated in this place. Some of the prime tourist
attractions in this destination are the Pushkar Lake, Brahma Temple, Varaha
Temple, Papa Mochini Temple and Savitri Temple. Book Golden Triangle
Tour with Pushkar to dig into this spiritual city of Rajasthan.

BY ROAD
Pushkar is easily connected to the major
roadways and national highways of
Rajasthan and India.

BY TRAIN
Ajmer is the closest railway station from
Pushkar at a distance of just 11 km. Being
an important destination itself, Ajmer is
conveniently connected with the major
cities of Rajasthan and India.

BY AIR
The nearest airport to Pushkar is Kishangarh
Airport, which is 40 kilometres away from
Pushkar.

THINGS TO DO IN
RAJASTHAN

Rajasthan is not just for beautiful palaces and other historically important structures. You
can find plenty of things to do in this marvelous imperial state which makes it an excellent
vacation destination. Check our Rajasthan travel guide to get more details about the
thrilling activities offered by this destination to make your trip a memorable one. We include
some of the exciting things that you can do during your trip to Rajasthan.

ZIP LINING IN
RAJASTHAN
Commonly known as Flying Fox , Zip Lining is
another great adventure activity that you can try
in this destination. Enjoy exquisite views of
palaces and forts while zipping from a structure
of cliff to another.

HOT-AIR
BALLOONING IN
RAJASTHAN
Soaring high in the sky and watch the
expansive greeneries and heritage structures in
the bird’ s eye can be a spine- tingling activity
that you can enjoy in Rajasthan.

DESERT CAMPING
IN RAJASTHAN
Home to the famous Thar Desert, Rajasthan is
known for desert camping. There are so many
things that make this activity popular among
travelers such as lovely folk dances, cozy
beddings, delicious cuisine and exciting puppet
shows and starlit sky.

ENJOY A WILDLIFE
SAFARI IN
RAJASTHAN
You can find some of the best wildlife sanctuaries
and national parks of the country in Rajasthan.
Some of the popular wildlife and bird sanctuaries in
this state include the Ranthambore National Park,
Sariska Tiger Reserve, Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary
and the Keoladeo National Park. Golden Triangle
With Bharatpur & Ranthambore will be the finest
tour to thrill yourself with the wildlife in Rajasthan.

PLAN SOME
TREKKING IN
RAJASTHAN
Trekking in Rajasthan can be tough and tiring
because of its hot climate but this state has

GO FOR THE
ADRENALINERUSHING DUNE
BASHING IN
RAJASTHAN

excellent trekking trails such as the greenery of
Alwar or the lovely hill station of Mount Abu.

If you love adventure, try dune bashing in the
Thar Desert. It shall be mind- blowing for you to
drive an SUV in the extensive desert. Check out
our car rental service in Rajasthan.

BEFRIEND CAMELS
AT A CAMEL
BREEDING FARM IN
BIKANER
If you visit Bikaner, try to visit a camel breeding
farm and play some time with the Ship of the
Desert. It shall be a unique experience to taste
ice- cream made of camel’ s milk and enjoy a little
bit of camel ride.

VISIT THE COLORFUL
STREET MARKETS OF
JODHPUR IN
RAJASTHAN
Every shopping lover dreams to visit the colorful
street markets of Jodhpur where they can find
everything from traditional joothi to pottery,
bright- colored bangles and spices. Travelers
who visit these markets do not forget to buy
beautifully designed carpets and silk scarf .

PLAN A DAY OUT
WITH THE
ELEPHANT AT DERA
AMER IN
RAJASTHAN
Dera Amer is also a great picnic spot in
Rajasthan for family vacationers. It is an ideal
place to enjoy different activities related to
elephants. Book Golden Triangle With Palaces to
enjoy an elephant ride at Amer Fort.

CHECK THE BELLY
DANCING SKILLS OF
THE KALBELIYA
TRIBE
Watch the joyful folk dance performance of the
Kalbeliya Tribe in Rajasthan which shall be a
treat for your eyes.

GO FOR A CAMEL
SAFARI FOR AN
EXCLUSIVE
EXPERIENCE IN
RAJASTHAN
The views of the desert in Rajasthan are more
alluring and exquisite if you watch it from a
camel’ s back. Explore the beautiful architectural
splendors and ruins from vantage point during
this camel safari. Jaisalmer and Pushkar are the
best places to enjoy this activity.

SAY YOUR PRAYERS
AT THE AJMER
SHERIF IN
RAJASTHAN
Ajmer Sherif is a pilgrim center in Rajasthan
which is the sacred resting ground of Sufi Saint
Moinuddin Chishti. Thousands of devotees visit
this shrine in order to offer prayers and fulfil
their wishes.

NATURAL
ATTRACTIONS IN
RAJASTHAN

Rajasthan is not only known for its historical attractions and palaces but it is also home to
many beautiful natural attractions offering nature lovers an outstanding experience. Here
are the best natural attractions in Rajasthan.

MOUNT ABU IN
RAJASTHAN
Mount Abu is one of the most popular tourist
places in Rajasthan with many attractions. It is
the only hill station in this state which is a relief
for its people to escape from its extreme heat.
This charming hill station locates at high altitude
considered as an oasis and a perfect place to
escape from the heat of the Thar Desert.

KEOLADEO NATIONAL
PARK, BHARATPUR
You can make your trip to this destination
unique by visiting its national parks and wildlife
sanctuaries. Plan a trip to the internationally
renowned Keoladeo National Park in Bharatpur
for an unforgettable travel experience. It is one
of the best bird- watching spots in the world.
Rajasthan Wildlife Tour Packages will perfectly
satisfy your lust for wildlife in Rajasthan.

EXOTIC FAUNA IN
KHIMSAR
Sand Dunes Village is a great attraction in
Rajasthan which locates nearly 6 kilometers
away from Khimsar. Encircled by golden sand
dunes, this destination is blessed with several
attractions such as the Dhawa Doli Wildlife
Sanctuary and the Panchala Black Buck
Reserve.

PUSHKAR LAKE ,
PUSHKAR
Pushkar Lake is another beautiful tourist place in
Rajasthan allures travelers with its natural
beauty and a plethora of Hindu temples. The
best way to enjoy the beauty of this lake is by
taking a stroll along its banks.

RANTHAMBORE
NATIONAL PARK,
SAWAI MADHOPUR

SAM SAND DUNES,
KANOI IN
RAJASTHAN

Ranthambore National Park is a must-visit tourist
spot for wildlife enthusiasts and nature lovers. It is
one of the largest national parks in the country.
Travelers to this national park can opt for a jeep
safari to explore its amazing wildlife, grassy
meadows, and deciduous forests. Encounter with
these supreme predators in their natural kingdom
with Golden Triangle Tour with Bengal Tigers.

Think on a grand scale if you would like to enjoy the
wonders of the majestic Thar Desert in Rajasthan.
The Sam Sand Dunes is the best spot to experience
this desert in style. Located near the Desert National
Park, you can explore this picnic spot by renting a
jeep. Professional guides in this area help travelers
to explore the sand dunes comfortably and enjoy
different activities here.

SARISKA TIGER
RESERVE, ALWAR
Sariska Tiger Reserve spreads across the
breathtaking Aravalli Hills over an area of around
866 sq. km. This tiger reserve in Rajasthan
houses wildlife species such as monkeys, wild
boars, chital, sambar, nilgai and a variety of wild
cats besides tigers. Many travelers visit this
wildlife sanctuary because of its proximity to
Jaipur and Delhi. Make your Rajasthan holidays
a memorable experience by adding this tiger
reserve in your travel itinerary.

TAL CHAPPAR
SANCTUARY,
SHEKHAWATI
Fill you with memories by planning a trip to the
enchanting Tal Chappar Sanctuary in
Shekhawati. Located in the Churu district, this
wildlife sanctuary in Rajasthan is spread across
an area of around 719 hectares and home to the
rare and endangered blackbucks.

FESTIVALS AND FAIRS
OF RAJASTHAN

Rajasthan, the vibrant royal state is blessed with different cultures, traditions, religions,
and colors. It is an incredible destination teems with culture and heritage in its every
corner. Both the festivals and fairs are among the best tourist attractions in this state. We
have brought you the list of the some of the most popular festivals and fairs to make the
best of your Rajasthan holidays. Participate in them to understand the rich culture and
heritage of this royal state.

DESERT FESTIVAL,
JAISALMER
Desert festival is about plenty of cultural
extravaganzas, competitions and camel races. It
is a showcase of the rituals and life of the desert.
Besides, you will get the opportunity to taste
authentic Rajasthani delicacies. Be a part of the
Desert Festival in Jaisalmer if you would like to
witness the delights of the desert.

.

MEWAR FESTIVAL,
UDAIPUR

TEEJ FESTIVAL,
JAIPUR

Mewar Festival is one such event that celebrated
throughout the state with a lot of zest and
enthusiasm. This festival celebrates in the state
to welcome the spring season.

Visit Rajasthan during monsoon to enjoy the
beauty of Teej Festival. It is the best time to see
the women in this state in their traditional attire.
Marked by colorful celebrations, this festival of
swings is mainly for married women who seek
blessings from Lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati
for their happy marriage life by singing and
dancing.

It has great significance for women who look at
their best during this festival wearing their finest
attire. Dressing up of Isar, the incarnation of Lord
Shiva and Gaungaur (Parvati) are the highlight of
this festival.

BRIJ HOLI,
BHARATPUR
Fair and festival time is the best time to visit the
vibrant state of Rajasthan. Plan your trip to this
destination during the Brij Holi if you would like to
witness the true spirit of this royal state. It is one of
the most- loved festivals in Rajasthan that
celebrated in an elaborate and grand style. Holi
festival is to worship Lord Krishna and the people in
this area showcase the entire love of Krishna and
Radha in the form of dances.

BUNDI UTSAV

GANGAUR
FESTIVAL, JAIPUR

Plan a trip to Bundi, a vivacious town in
Rajasthan during the month of November to be a
part of the renowned Bundi Utsav . It is a place
located nearly 210 kilometers away from Jaipur
Airport where you can witness cultural bonanza
including traditional Rajasthani sports, folk
dances, music and arts and crafts fair.

There are several places in Rajasthan that host
number of festivals and fairs and Jaipur is one
among them. This city is not only famous for its
majestic palaces and alluring forts but also for its
colorful fairs and festivals. The Gangaur Festival
is another great festival in Rajasthan celebrated
with great enthusiasm and zest. Celebrated in
honor of Goddess Parvati, it is also a festival for
women.

RAJASTHAN
INTERNATIONAL
FOLK FESTIVAL
Many travelers from across the globe visit the
royal state of Rajasthan during the month of
October to be a part of the 5- day Rajasthan
International Folk Festival. It is a great festival
that displays the cultural lifestyle of the state.

More than 250 highly- talented artists participate
in this festival that showcases the fusion of both
the Indian and International music.

WORLD SUFI SPIRIT
FESTIVAL JODHPUR
Enjoy the spirit of music by participating in the
World Sufi Spirit Festival in Nagaur and Jodhpur.
This festival brings you the opportunity to enjoy
the music of many brilliant artists from India and
around the world. The eye- catching royal setting
of the venue is another highlight of this event.

It is a highly- acknowledged festival in Rajasthan
as it features some of the best Sufi talents.

MATSYA FESTIVAL,
ALWAR
Matsya Festival is another festival in Rajasthan
held in Alwar during the month of November. The
artists perform different creative forms in this
festival to celebrate the traditional values and
culture of the state. Travelers can enjoy colorful
processions, music, dance, cultural exhibitions,
arts and craft fairs, and traditional sports during
this festival.

CAMEL FESTIVAL,
BIKANER
Make your holidays in Rajasthan a special one
by participating in the Camel Festival in Bikaner.
It is a spectacular event organized in the honor
of camels celebrates with great zest and pomp.
This two- day affair is celebrated every year in
the month of January against the stunning
backdrop of the Junagadh Fort with the colorful
parade of decorated camels.

PUSHKAR CAMEL
FESTIVAL
Enjoy the legacy, culture and colorful artifacts of
Rajasthan by participating in the Camel festival in
Pushkar.
Being one of the most popular festivals of
Rajasthan, it draws so many tourists and
photographers from across the globe. It is the
official livestock fair of the state which gives the
opportunity to travelers to see more than 30, 000
beautifully decked camels together. Pushkar Mela
held either in the month of October or November.

KITE FESTIVAL,
JODHPUR
If you are on a vacation to this royal state during
the Makar Sankranti, you can celebrate it with
high spirit by joining the Kite Festival in Jodhpur.
You will be delighted to see the extravagant and
vibrant spectra of kites in different colors, shapes,
and sizes that deck up the skies of the desert.

ELEPHANT FESTIVAL,
JAIPUR
Rajasthan is a center for majestic festivals and
grand celebrations. This state offers plenty of
festivals to fill the hues of joy all around and the
elephant festival in Jaipur is one among them . It
is celebrated during the time of Holi and the
procession of decorated elephants is the highlight
of it. Only female elephants participate in this
festival which is another great feature of this
event.

KOLAYAT FAIR IN
BIKANER
The Kolayat Fair is another exciting event
happens in Rajasthan every year that draws
many people from across the globe. It held in a
place called Kolayat in the month of November
on the banks of the Kolayat Lake for the
commemoration of an ancient sage called
Kapila.

ARTS AND CRAFTS
OF RAJASTHAN

Rajasthan is a paradise for the traditional art lovers as the destination is known throughout
the world for its exquisite art and crafts. In fact, the royalty can be seen in its every art and
craft like paintings, murals, tie and dye garments and woodcraft. People who visit this royal
state do not leave it without buying some of its unique arts and crafts. It is a shopper’s
paradise where they can buy handicrafts, pottery, printed textiles, delicately-cut precious
stones, murals, ivory and wood carvings, and beautiful sarees. Some of the best arts and
crafts of Rajasthan include:

FABRICS
Dyed, embroidered or printed fabric of an exotic
range is another thing that attracts shopping
lovers to Rajasthan. Each community or region
use motifs or colors in a particular way in this
state. People who visit this state can buy either
block- printed fabric or batik fabric based on their
interest.

Sanganer and Bagru are two places in
Rajasthan popular for block printing while you
can buy alluring batik print fabrics from
Jaisalmer or Barmer.

F

POTTERY

ANTIQUES

Rajasthan is famous for stunning pottery,
especially for blue glazed pottery. Each region
of this state has the distinct style when it comes
to pottery. The blue- glazed pottery available in
Jaipur is very attractive that made of ground
quartz stone, sodium sulphate, and fuller’ s
earth.

Being a royal state in India, it is not difficult to
find magnificent antiques in Rajasthan. Even the
remote villages in this state are a rich source of
amazing antique pieces. There are many large
or small handicraft stores in this state that sell
eye- catching antiques.

CARPETS AND
DHURRIES
Carpets and Dhurries are two attractive things
that you can collect during your trip to Rajasthan.
Dhurries are available in different sizes which
woven throughout the state. If you visit some of
the desert areas of Rajasthan like Jaisalmer and
Bikaner where the temperature can fall
alarmingly, you can buy woolen durries made
from camel hair.

JEWELRY AND
GEMSTONES
It is interesting to know that some of the most
beautiful jewelry in India comes from the royal
state of Rajasthan. People belong to the royal
family prefer gold while fancy silver articles
usually worn by the tribes and other castes. You
can find exquisite jewelry in different parts of the
state especially in Jaipur and Jodhpur. Handcutting gems are very popular in Rajasthan.
People to this state also love to buy Kundan
jewelry and precious stones such as emeralds,
diamonds and rubies.

DANCE AND MUSIC IN
RAJASTHAN

It shall be a wonderful idea to take a musical and dance tour in Rajasthan to experience
its folk music and beautiful dance forms. This Royal destination has a lot to offer that you
cannot imagine while sitting at your home. Most of the festivals and fairs display the dance
and music performance of renowned artists from different parts of the world.
Emotional music and rhythmic dance forms are part of the life of the people in Rajasthan.
The pattern and style of both these art forms vary from region to region. Both the music
and dance in this state originated from their traditions and customs.

CHARI DANCE
This dance usually performs in the Kishangarh
region of Rajasthan. In this dance form, women
make elaborate patterns while holding the brass
pot on their heads.

GHOOMAR

GAIR DANCE

The Rajput community dance form, Ghoomar is
very simple but it has a marvelous charm as the
skirts of women performers slowly flare when
they twirl in circles. Women of all age- group
perform this dance as a part of their tradition.

It is another great dance form of Rajasthan
which performed by both men and women. Gair
is a dance form of the Bhil tribes which usually
performs during auspicious times such as Holi
and Janmashtami.

KATHPUTLI
Rajasthan is famous for string puppetry and
Kathputli is one such puppetry dance. The
dancers narrate the stories of the rich bygone era
and stories from tradition through puppets. This
ancient folk form is a great entertainment source
in the state.

KACHHI GODI DANCE
This dance is mainly performed by men during
marriage ceremonies to entertain the bridegroom’
s party. Men wear lavishly decorated costumes to
move attractively on the beats of drums and ride
on dummy horses.

SAPERA / KALBELIA
DANCE
Sapera is another great dance form you love to
watch during your trip to Rajasthan. Performed
by the women member of the Kalbelia ( snakecharmer) society, this dance form is an important
part of the culture and tradition of this state.
Sapera is another great dance form you love to
watch during your trip to Rajasthan.

DRUM DANCE
The Drum Dance, a fascinating dance form of
Rajasthan usually performs by the warriors
belonging to the Jhalore region. The drum
dancer put a nude sword in his mouth and
juggles three other swords with his hands
during the performance. Watching the drum
dance makes your Rajasthan holidays special.

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS OF
RAJASTHAN
The traditional singers of Rajasthan play different
musical instruments such as ghunghroo, sarangi
and Ektara to make their music more melodious
and entertain people. Drum or Dhol played
individually without any lyrics. Flute and Shehnai
are also popular musical instruments in
Rajasthan. Some auto phonic instruments like
Thali, metal platter or Khartaal generally used
during auspicious occasions or religious
ceremonies.

SHOPPING IN
RAJASTHAN

Visit Rajasthan if you are looking for an authentic shopping experience in India. There are
plenty of street bazaars in this state where both locals and tourists love to shop alike.
Each traveler can go back with amazing souvenirs after their trip to this royal state. Some of
the best items that you can buy in this destination include clothes, footwear, jewelry,
precious and semi-precious stones and paintings. The best places in Rajasthan where you
can enjoy memorable shopping experience include Jaipur, Jaisalmer, Pushkar and Bikaner.

FOOD

Experience the authentic
cuisine of Rajasthan at Chokhi
Dhani
There is no better way in the state to experience
the royal hospitality than dining at the Chokhi
Dhani. This is a fine place to taste traditional
Rajasthani cuisine while watching the lively folk
dances and cultural performances of the state.

BEST TIME TO VISIT
RAJASTHAN

Summers are scorching in Rajasthan and the best time to visit this state is anytime between
November and February. The desert sun may not be as intense during this period and the
days are relatively pleasant. You can see considerable variation in the temperature during
the day and night in the winter months.

Recommended Tours

Rajasthan Forts Palaces Tour

Golden triangle With Palace (6
Days)

Cultural Golden Triangle with
Historical Rajasthan

Ranthambore National Park

Golden Triangle With Bharatpur &
Ranthambhore Wildlife

Sariska Wildlife Sanctuary

Recommended Tours

Royal Rajasthan Tour

Rajasthan With Wildlife Tour

Golden Triangle With Palace

Exploring Golden Triangle With
Shekhawati

Golden Triangle With Udaipur
Pushkar

Majestic Rajasthan Forts and
Palaces Tour
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